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Xpand IT becomes Windows Azure Circle Partner
Xpand IT earns distinction through demonstrated technology success and customer
commitment.
Xpand IT, global company specialized in Enterprise Mobility, Big Data, Business Intelligence, BPM
& Enterprise Middleware, today announced it has been selected to join the Windows Azure Circle
Partner program, a group of specialized Microsoft partner organizations that provide deployment
planning services for organizations interested in moving to the cloud utilizing Windows Azure.
For Sérgio Viana, Associate Partner & Microsoft Solutions Lead at Xpand IT – “Windows Azure is
one of the key Microsoft technologies Xpand IT is investing on, especially because it allows us to
complement most of our business areas. For us, being part of the Windows Azure Circle Partner
is a reward, but definitely a responsibility and a sign to the market of what’s to come.”
“Recognition as a Windows Azure Circle program partner demonstrates Xpand IT’s ability to
deliver public cloud solutions that solve today’s business challenges,” said Phil Sorgen, corporate
vice president, Worldwide Partner Group at Microsoft Corp. “By joining the Windows Azure
Circle, Xpand IT has proven its mastering of Microsoft cloud technologies and continued drive for
success in the future of the public cloud.”
The Microsoft Partner Network helps partners strengthen their capabilities to showcase
leadership in the marketplace on the latest technology, to better serve customers and, with
640,000 Microsoft partners in its ecosystem, to easily connect with one of the most active,
diverse networks in the world.
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XPAND IT
Xpand IT is a global company specialized in strategic planning, consulting, implementation and maintenance of enterprise
software, fully adapted to the customer's needs. Our portfolio includes services and products in Business Intelligence, Big Data,
BPM & Enterprise Middleware, Enterprise Mobility and Collaborative Platforms. Xpand IT stands out for its innovative approach
fully supported by tools, processes and agile methodologies, fully mapped with CMMI. With customers all over the world, Xpand
IT is recognized by its technical knowledge and “Passion for Excellence”.

